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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

O

An apparatus having a series of pairs of mated, axially
parallel rolls contoured to change progressively the trans
verse configuration of a continuous strip of material such
as a strip of steel passed between mating rolls, and which 15
in each pair of rolls has one roll movable by means of
a single adjusting device for variation of the axial spac
ing of the rolls with this adjusting device providing even
and simultaneous shifting of bearings at either end of the
axially movable roll. Additionally an apparatus as de
scribed having a pair of mated rolls on a mounting vari 20
able in both elevation and angular orientation whereby
the strip of material fully changed in transverse con
figuration may be straightened if naturally inclined to be
longitudinally curved, or else coiled into a helix of con
trollable diameter with a given surface of the strip being 25
wound to either the inside or the outside of the helix as
desired.

Patented July 1, 1969
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in spaced relation one to another corresponding to the
spacing of the inboard or support bearings. In this sys
tem there is at least some possibility of uneven adjust
ment of the rolls of a given pair of rolls so far as main
taining the axes of these rolls in a state of true parallelism
is concerned, with the result of an uneven distribution of
pressure between the rolls across the strip material being
formed. This is inherent in the fact that separate spac
ing or clamping adjustments must be made between the
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bearings at either end of the forming roll shafts. This

uneveness can easily be responsible for undesirable ir

regularities in finish and contour of the formed strip.
In the other frequently employed system of mounting,
the shafts of a pair of forming rolls are each supported
at both ends in bearings set in the overall apparatus
foundation or framework. The bearings of one shaft,
usually a lower shaft, may be fixedly located with re
spect to the apparatus foundation while the bearings of
the other shaft, usually an upper shaft, are guidedly mov
able vertically with respect to the foundation with move
ment of these bearings being effected by separate adjust
ing screws. This system, similarly to the cantilever system
just described, has inherent in it the possibility of uneven
adjustment of the rolls of a pair of rolls so far as their
parallelism and the pressure they exert on strip material
between adjustments.
them are concerned in view of the separate
bearing
U.S. Patent No. 1,574,397 to C. W. Kirsch discloses

a metal forming machine in which at each forming sta
30 tion there is a yoke and thrust pin means whereby pres
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Sure may be exerted upon both bearings of an upper
It is known in the art of the transverse forming of
forming roll shaft of the metal forming machine through
strip material, especially material such as steel, to pass the
of a single adjusting screw extending through
or drive the material continuously between matingly con the turning
and through a plate lying across the top of a
toured forming rolls arranged in a series of pairs of 35 pairyoke
of side plates in which the forming roll shaft bear
axially parallel rolls whereby the transverse configuration
of the strip is progressively changed, usually from a flat ings or bearing housings are carried. Kirsch does, how
have some lack of rigidity in his system, actually of
configuration to some other configuration such as, for ever,intentional
nature, as he provides a sphero-convex
example, a U-shape. The pairs of rolls, at least some of an
which may be power driven, are frequently arranged 40 rocking surface between the bend of his adjusting bolt
and his yoke. Thus Kirsch does not insure an absolutely
on a common foundation to make a determination over
pulling or pushing down of his upper forming roll
all apparatus for continuous forming of strip material. To even
as his single adjusting bolt is turned at any forming
give the apparatus a degree of flexibility in handling strip station
in his apparatus.
material over a range of thicknesses thereof, as well as to
It is also known in the art of the transverse forming of
allow the material to be threaded easily through the ap
strip material to provide an apparatus such as that of
paratus initially, it is customary to have one roll of each the
general kind shown by Kirsch with a mechanism or
pair of rolls movable with respect to the other in a man further
assembly at its discharge or exit end
ner allowing the distance between their axes of rotation wherebyapparatus
the fully transversely formed strip material may
to be either increased or decreased.
be formed or deflected longitudinally to take on the con
So far as the mounting of the forming rolls in known
figuration of a coil, that is, in at least some cases, be
apparatus is concerned, two systems are frequently em wound
into a helix. The apparatuses for effecting longi
ployed. In one of these systems the shafts of a pair of
forming rolls are supported in cantilever fashion in bear tudinal forming of strip material associated with those
ings at one end only. The support bearing of one shaft, to effect a transverse forming thereof are customarily of
usually a lower shaft, may be fixedly located with re a nature to wind or coil the transversely formed strip
spect to the apparatus foundation while the support bearing 5 5 material in only one direction; that is, supposing the ma
of the other shaft, usually an upper shaft, is guidedly terial has been transversely formed into a U-shape, the
movable vertically with respect to the foundation with known apparatus for effecting longitudinal forming of it
movement being effected by an adjusting screw. At their may be expected to be capable of winding it into a helix
other or unsupported ends the shafts carry bearings around only where the open side of the strip is either always
which is fitted a yoke with a take-up mechanism. Such as 60 concave to the inside of the helix or else always concave
a clamping screw to hold the free or outboard bearings to the outside thereof.
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controllably movable along the swing arms so that the
spacing between its axis and that of the lower longitudinal
bending roll may be adjusted in keeping with the thickness
of the strip material being run through the apparatus and
any pertinent considerations of the direction and radius

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

According to the present invention there is provided an
apparatus for continuous forming of strip material in
which a series of pairs of upper and lower rolls for
effecting transverse forming of strip material are sup
ported in and on a channel-like base or frame. More
specifically, the shaft of each of a majority of the lower
forming rolls is supported at either side of its roll in
bearings set in the side plates of the frame. The bearings
of the shaft of each upper forming roll above a lower
forming roll of the aforesaid majority are, on the other
hand, set in bearing blocks from which guide posts come
vertically downwardly through closely and accurately di
mensioned and aligned holes in the side plates and base
plate of the frame, and are finally joined below the
base plate in a single yoke-like plate in the nature of an
adjusting plate. These plates, one of which is individually
associated with each of the upper forming rolls mentioned
above, each have an adjusting screw threaded vertically
and centrally through them. At its upper end above its
adjusting plate each such screw is shouldered or headed,
and rotatably retained in a closely fitting collar on the
underside of the base plate of the apparatus frame. At
its lower end below its adjusting plate each such screw
is provided with a head or other means whereto a turn

of the longitudinal bend being made.

It is thus an object of the present invention to provide,

O

15

20

ing device such as a wrench may be applied for raising or
lowering the adjusting plate and the guide rods, bearing
blocks, bearings, shaft, and upper forming roll mounted
on it in what is effectively a single very rigid and very
accurately aligned and guided assembly or sub-assembly.

and it does provide, an apparatus for continuous forming
of strip material in which there is a unique and highly
accurate and evenly working single-adjustment means and
system for controlling the spacing and pressure between
the rolls of a mated pair of transverse forming rolls.
It is thus another object of the present invention to
provide, and it does provide, an apparatus for continuous
forming of strip material in which the rolls of mated
pairs of transverse forming rolls are configured to effect
forming of appropriately originally sized material in es
sentially only a bending mode.
It is thus another object of the present invention to
provide, and it does provide, an apparatus for continuous
forming of strip material in which there is a unique and
easily adjustable means for bending transversely formed
strip material longitudinally and coiling it helically to

30

Further this invention provides form rolls in a series
of mated pairs of upper and lower rolls in each of which

the individual rolls are so contoured that strip material
passing between them will be formed transversely in es 35
Sentially pure bending and not stretched or thinned, that
is, not subjected to rolling in the usual mechano-metal
lurgical sense of the word. More specifically, all of the
lower forming rolls at the stations where significant 40
amounts of transverse deflection or bending of the strip
material is effected are provided with step-like shoulder
portions at their outer ends which arrest the downward
movement or adjustment of the corresponding upper
forming rolls before the strip shaping opening or cavity
between the rolls of any given pair of forming rolls can
be closed up. Desirably, the raised height of the shoulder
portions is essentially equal to the thickness of the strip
material which is to be formed while the transverse length
of the limiting cavity between any mated pair of upper
and lower forming rolls, measured sinuously right along 50
the cavity contour, is essentially equal to the original
width of the strip material as a flat strip.
Still further this invention provides an apparatus for
continuous forming of strip material which includes an
apparatus assembly for forming or bending the material 5 5
longitudinally into a coil or helix after the material has

been fully formed transversely, this assembly being ad

justable to generate a helix in which a given original sur
face of the strip material is wound either to the inside
or the outside of the helix, as desired. In this assembly
there are upper and lower rolls having contours respec
tively the same as those of the upper and lower rolls of
the last pair of rolls for effecting transverse forming. The

longitudinal forming or bending rolls have a common,

vertically adjustable mounting which allows them to be
moved as a pair to be either somewhat higher or some
what lower than, or indeed at essentially just the same

have a given one of its original surfaces wound facing
either into or away from the helix according to the
chosen adjustment of this means.
These and other objects and advantages of the present
invention as well as its nature and substance will be
more clearly perceived and fully understood by referring
to the following description and claims taken in connec
tion with the accompanying drawings in which:
FIG. 1 represents an isometric view showing the gen
eral arrangement of the apparatus and wherein the strip
stock is shown being fed from a Supply reel;
FIG. 2 represents a plan view of the apparatus of
FIG. 1 with its cover removed looking downwardly in
the direction of the arrows of line 2-2 in FIG. 3, and
showing the arrangement of the strip forming pathway
and the means for driving the rolls and certain pairs of
rolls forming this pathway;
FIG. 3 represents a side elevation view of the appa
ratus of FIG. 2 showing the general arrangement of the
components of the strip forming apparatus of the present
invention;
FIG. 4 represents a longitudinal sectional view taken
on line 4-4 in FIG. 2 looking in the direction of the
arrows, and showing the path of the strip of stock through

the pairs of forming roll stations and through the general
arrangement of the rolls leading into and out of the path
of the forming apparatus;
FIG. 5 represents a transverse sectional view in en
larged scale of a portion of the forming section of the
apparatus of this invention taken on the line 5-5 in
FIG. 2 looking in the direction of the arrows;
FIG. 6 represents a transverse sectional view in en
larged scale of another portion of the forming section
of the inventive apparatus upstream from the section of
FIG. 5 taken on the line 6-6 in FIG. 4 looking in the
direction of the arrows;

60

FIG. 7A through FIG. 7G represent a sequence of
Somewhat diagramatic sectional views through each of
the successive pairs of rolls forming the guiding and
bending stages of the apparatus of this invention;
FIG. 8 represents an exploded isometric view showing
a typical arrangement of components including and
asSociated with one intermediate pair of rolls forming
One stage of the strip contouring apparatus;

longitudinal bending roll, and thus may be SWung rela
transverse forming or bending roll depending on which

FIG. 9 represents an exploded isometric view showing
the relative arrangement of the components comprising
the upper portion of the strip curving apparatus of
FIG. 10;
FIG. 10 represents a side view in slightly enlarged
scale of the discharge end of the apparatus of FIG. 2
showing the adjustable apparatus providing means for

sired to be wound, The upper longitudinal bending roll is

terial after it is formed;

height as the last pair of transverse forming rolls. Addi
tionally, the upper longitudinal bending roll is mounted on
Swing arms rotatable with respect to the axis of the lower

tively nearer to or further away from the last upper

way the helix of transversely formed strip material is de

longitudinally curving or straightening the strip of ma,

3,452,568
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FIG. 11 represents a plan view partly in section of an

6
constituting
part
of
powered
section 56 of the
alternate longitudinal strip curving means taken along apparatus there are attached toforming
and
supported
upon base
line 11-11 in FIG. 13 looking in the direction of the
plate 48 a pair of lower side plates 60 and 61 which
arrows;
extend the full length of the powered forming section.
FIG. 12 represents a front view of the alternate longi Carried
in these lower plates are five fixedly spaced lower
tudinal strip curving means of FIGS. 11 and 13 taken
rolls having concave center portions of precise contour.
along line 12-12 in FIG. 13 looking in the direction
These rolls are hereinafter designated as lower female
of the arrows, and
rolls 62, 63, 64, 65, and 66. Correspondingly mounted
FIG. 13 represents a side view of the alternate adjust
above these lower rolls are matingly contoured upper
able means of FIGS. 11 and 12 for longitudinally curv O male
68, 69, 70, 71, and 72, each of which is carried
ing, or straightening, formed strip material leaving the on a rolls
shaft
whose ends are mounted in bearings set in
discharge end of the apparatus shown in FIG. 2.
movable blocks. These upper rolls are main
Referring now to the drawings in detail in which like vertically
tained in precise alignment and parallelism with mating
numbers designate like members throughout the Several
lower rolls 62 through 66 in a manner described herein
figures, it is to be noted that the apparatus of FIG. 1
after.
Between each of the lower rolls and acting as a
includes a general base 20 within which is mounted a
and support means for the side plates 60 and 61
gear motor 22 whose shaft carries a drive sprocket 23 spacer
are transverse bracing blocks 74.
which is connected by a roller chain 24 extending up
Particularly clearly shown in FIG. 4 are five substan
wardly to a driven sprocket 25. This driven sprocket is tially
equally spaced adjusting screws 76 which have
carried on and rotates a drive shaft 27 through which
upper ends formed with round, flat-headed shoulder
the entire forming operation is powered. A reel 28 Sup 20 their
portions of enlarged diameter and which are rotatable
ported and rotatably retained by stand 29 carries a coil against
the undersurface of base plate 48. The lower
of flat strip material 30 to be formed. This material may, end of each
screw 76 has a square head for application
according to an actual utilization of the present invention,
of a wrench or other turning device. Threadedly en
preferably be a strip of stainless steel about five and one 25 gaging
and carried on each adjusting screw 76 is a plate 77
eighth inches wide and about one-eighth of an inch thick and below
plates on each screw there is a lock
or nominally eleven or ten gauge. From this coil of nut 78. The these
end of each adjusting screw 76 is rotat
material 30 an unwound strip 32 is fed to and through ably retainedupper
against base plate 48 by means of a collar
a forming station which is normally protected by a cover
80 which is attached to plate 48 by cap screws or other
34 to prevent dirt from entering the apparatus and
means not shown.
marring the material and also to act as a safety guard 30 conventional
Referring next to FIG. 5, a typical transverse bracing
for the rotating mechanism therein and the power driving block
between side plates 60 and 61 is formed with a
apparatus which in the illustrated apparatus is on the concave74upper
central portion 81 sized to allow the free
outer end of the forming roll shafts and is described

hereinafter. The discharge portion of the apparatus has
a strip deflecting assembly 35 which is adjustable to pro

vide the final longitudinal alignment or coiled arrange
ment of the formed or contoured strip 36.
Referring next to FIGS. 2, 3, and 4 it is to be noted
that unwound strip 32 after leaving coil 30 is first brought
to and through a guide roll section 40 which includes a
frame 41 carrying upper and lower straight or constant
diameter rolls 42 and 43 and having a pair of freely
rotatable lateral guide rolls 45 and 46 on each side of
the frame so as to define the side-to-side position of
the path of the strip. Frame 41 carries rolls 42 and 43
in a fixed and precisely determined position so as to
define the entry of a selected pathway for the strip

35

40

passage thereabove of the contoured strip 32. The strip
as it is advanced is depressed and shaped in its upper
Surface by upper roll 70 and is shaped and supported on
its lower surface by lower roll 64. Maintenance of strip
32 in a proper side-to-side position within the confines of
the formation path is effected by lateral guide means in

the form of idler rolls 82 and 83 mounted on block 74.

These rolls are sized and positioned so as to just permit
the passage between them of the edges of the strip 32.
Referring next to FIG. 6 in which a sectional view is
taken through the forming rolls of one station typical of
the apparatus, it is to be noted that the shaft of the
upper forming roll 70 is carried in roller bearings 84 set
in suitable bearing blocks. The shaft of the mating lower
material 32. This pathway is above and generally parallel roll 64 is carried in like roller bearings 85 set in side
to a base plate 48 which extends the length of the appa plates 60 and 61. The outwardly extending portions of
ratus and is mounted upon or carried by a channel iron 50 the forming roll shafts beyond side plate 61 each carry
frame 49 forming the upper portion of the general base a shaft nut 86 for transverse retention. Also seen are
20. Adjacent to and downstream from guide roll section base plate 48, adjusting screw 76, collar 80, and plate
40 is a preliminary or first contouring or forming or 77 which carries guide posts hereinafter identified and
forming roll section 50 which includes a frame 51 carry described in detail.
Referring next to FIGS. 7A through 7G, the first
ing lateral guide rolls 52 and 53 and an upper roll 54
and a lower roll 55 both fixedly positioned and precisely view, FIG. 7A, represents the relationship of the
located and freely rotatable in bearings mounted in the straight, non-powered rolls 42 and 43 to the passage there
side plate portions of frame 51. Upper roll 54 has a between of the flat strip 32. FIG. 7B shows the first form
convex arcuate center portion while lower roll 55 has a ing station at which the initial partial troughing or
mating concave arcuate center portion. These rolls are 60 bending of the strip is performed between upper roll 54
spaced apart an amount equal to the thickness of the and lower roll 55. The subsequent views, those of FIGS.
strip material so as to permit the strip 32 to pass between
7C through 7G, show further progressive forming of
them and have a preliminary bend formed in its central
strip 32 until it achieves its final transverse flanged and
portion according to their mated contours.
trough-like configuration in its passage between rolls 72
A precise positioning of the pair of rolls 54 and 55 65 and 66. From and including FIG. 7C onward it is to
in relation to rolls 42 and 43 and base plate 48 generally be noted that the lower roll of each pair of forming
defines the preferred plane of the path of travel of strip
rolls is provided with step-like shoulder portions at its
32 as it is being contoured. Next downstream and to the
outer ends with the mating upper roll running essentially
left of the first contouring section 50 is a powered con
in contact with these portions and the strip 32 being
touring or forming section 56 having at its inlet end a 70 confined laterally between them. This shouldered con
set of lateral guide rolls 57 and 58. These guide rolls are
figuration of the lower forming rolls not only provides
precisely spaced to accommodate the now slightly reduced positive side-to-side guidance of the strip of material 32
width of the partially curved strip 32 as it is brought
formed, but also prevents an unwanted reduction
from the preliminary or non-powered forming section inbeing
thickness of the strip on account of the vertically mov
50 into the powered forming section 56. Within and 75 able upper forming rolls being lowered too far. Opposite
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in side plates 60 and 61, and these portions 92a extend all
the way through the side plates and through appropriately
located clearance holes 96 in base plate 48. The lower
shoulders on the guide rods defined at the reductions of
portions 92a to portions 92c seat upon the upper surface

7
shoulder faces on succeeding lower rolls 62 through 66
are progressively closer together in conformity with the
deepening of the transverse troughing of the strip ma
terial as it passes from one pair of forming rolls to
another.

of adjusting plate 77, and the rod portions 92c pass down
through and extend beyond closely fitting and accurately

A final pair of rolls downstream from rolls 72 and 66
are movably arranged to provide a determined straight
ness or a longitudinal curvature to the strip material af

ter it is finally formed transversely and in such condi
tion identified as contour strip 36. These rolls are a mated

pair in which the upper roll and the lower roll have the
same convex and concave configuration respectively as
forming rolls 72 and 66. The use of these rolls is de
scribed more fully hereinafter in connection with the
description of apparatus shown in FIGS. 9 and 10.
Referring next to FIG. 8, this exploded isometric view
illustrates a transverse forming station of the apparatus
which except for the precise configuration of the form
ing rolls is quite typical of all such stations powered by
motor 22. Chosen for illustration and description is the
station including upper forming roll 72 and lower form
ing roll 66. Lower roll 66 and its shaft are carried in
roller bearings 85 which are precisely located in bored
holes 87 in side plates 60 and 61. Immediately above
the illustrated portions of the side plates there are ver
tically movable bearing blocks 88 and 89 which are
characterized by bores 90 sized so as to retain roller
bearings 84 for the support of upper forming roll 72 and
its shaft. The ends of the forming roll shafts are
threaded to accept retaining nuts 86. After assembly,
portions of these shafts may extend outwardly beyond
one or both of side plates 60 and 61 to accept drive means
described hereinafter.
Each of the bearing blocks 88 and 89 is precisely bored
with vertical holes 91 extending therethrough. These holes
are sized and shouldered to accept guide posts 92. Each
guide post 92 is formed with a major diameter central
portion 92a and a reduced diameter upper portion 92b
having a threaded end. Extending downwardly from cen
tral portion 92a there is a reduced diameter lower por

located holes 97 in the adjusting plate. The guide rods are
attached and tightened onto plate 77 by means of nuts 93
below the plate. After assembly, the adjusting or rotat
ing of screw 76 within collar 80 causes plate 77 to be
moved up and down in response to the engagement of the
screw's thread in the tapped hole 98 in the plate through
which it passes, and in keeping with their rigid fixation to
plate 77 the rods 92 and bearing blocks 88 and 89 mounted
on the guide rods are also moved up and down in precise
response to rotation of screw 76. Bearings 84 and upper
forming roll 72 of course move vertically with the bear
ing blocks. Vertical adjustment of this whole assembly

O

may be fixed by means of lock nut 78 on screw 76.
Referring next to FIGS. 9 and 10 there is shown one
embodiment of the last or farthest downstream roll pair
or station of the apparatus, the embodiment 35 depicted
in FIG. 1, which station provides a means for final longi
tudinal shaping of the transversely formed strip 36. Ad

justment of the rolls of this station determines whether
the formed strip is straight or curved and these rolls
may be adjusted in particular so as to insure that the flange

edges of the strip formed as shown will be straight or
else curved as required to lie against a tank wall around
or within which the strip is wrapped before welding of

30

its edges thereto. This final roll station section for strip
curving or straightening includes an upper convex roll 100
which is identical in contour and size to roll 72 but differs
therefrom with respect to mounting in that this roll is
freely rotatable on a shaft 102 by means of bearings 103
carried within the roll itself. Lower concave roll 104 is
identical in configuration and shape to roll 66 except that
this roll likewise is freely rotatable. upon shaft 105 on
internally carried bearings 106.
A support yoke 108 is made with side and bottom plates,
and is assembled by screws or as a weldment without
Screws. This support yoke is provided with transversely
aligned holes 109 adapted to engage and retain the end
portions of shaft 105. Each end of this shaft extends be
yond the corresponding side plate portion of yoke 108,
and each such end extension is adapted to pivotally retain
a Swing arm 110 near the lower end of the arm. Arms 110
are a pair and are symmetrically shaped although op

35
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tion 92c terminating in a threaded end. Adapted to en
gage the threaded end 92c is a hex nut 93 and adapted to

engage the threaded end 92b is a hex socket type nut 94.
In the assembly, as shown particularly in FIG. 5, each
of the two guide rods 92 associated with each bearing 45
block enters the bottom of a bore 95 formed in one of the
side plates, side plate 60 below block 88 and side plate
61 below block 89. On each rod 92 the shoulder formed
at the base of reduced diameter upper portion 92b en
gages a like shoulder formed in bearing block bore :
91 with the threaded end of this upper portion extend
ing upwardly into an enlarged upper end region of bore
91. Nut 94 enters into the enlarged upper end region of
bore 91 and is engaged and tightened on guide rod 92
so that the shoulder at the base of portion 92b of this rod
is pulled up hard against the lower shoulder of bore 91.

55

The unthreaded portions of guide rods 92 which enter
bearing block bores 91 are very precisely fitted within
these bores.

Blocks 88 and 89 are preferably made with a high de
gree of accuracy so that at least the under or lower shoul

60

ders in bores 91 are all the exact same distance within a
few tenths of a thousandth of an inch below the theoreti

cal center line forming the axis of the upper roll 72, that
is, below the center or axial lines of bores 90 extending
transversely. Corresponding accuracy in the shoulder-to
shoulder distances of major diameter central portions 92a
on the guide rods insures that plate 77, which may be
called a header or adjusting plate, is in a plane parallel
to the axis of the movable upper forming roll. The high
degree of accuracy of dimensions of the rods and blocks,
as achieved in an actual reduction to practise of this
invention, is for a purpose hereinafter described. The

ated holes or slots 114 in the swing arms within which the
ends of shaft 102 are slidably retained.
In the end portions of shaft 102 there are transverse
or diametral holes 115 which receive the circumferen
tially grooved lower ends of adusting screws 111 with a
fit allowing rotation of these screws. Screws 111 are ad
vanced in tapped holes 112 so that their grooved ends en
ter holes 115, and then set screws 116 are engaged and
advanced into tapped holes 17 formed in each end of
shaft 102, holes 17 communicating with holes 115. When
the grooves in screws 111 are in way of holes 117 the
Screws 116 are run in to enter these grooves and rotatably
retain screws 111 in shaft 102. As screws 111 are rotated

70

in tapped holes 12 the shaft 102 and upper roll 100 upon
it are moved back and forth or up and down in swing

)

Swing arms 110 are retained against outward move
ment on the ends of lower roll shaft 105 by means of
washers 119 and cap screws 120 which are threaded into

major diameter portions 92a of the guide rods have snugly

slinding fits in precisely spaced and bored holes 95 formed

positely disposed with their thickened upper end portions
oriented inwardly toward each other to provide adequate
substance or material for mounting an adjusting screw
111 in each of them. These screws are threadedly re
tained in tapped holes 112 in the arms 110, and extend
through and below these holes to enter vertically elong

arm slots 14. Lock nuts 118 are used to retain fixed ad
justments of screws 111.

3,452,568
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tapped holes 121 in the ends of the shaft. Swinging ad arms 150. A rod or bar 165 is pivotally carried between
justment of upper roll 100 in a pivotal movement of arms
the side plates of support yoke 152 by shouldered cap
110 around the axis of lower roll shaft 105 is accom
screws 164 in aligned holes 155 in these plates near the
plished by synchronized and even rotation of two knurl front
thereof at about the normal level of screws 163.
headed adjusting screws 123. Pivot blocks 124, mounted
An
adjusting
screw 166 is carried centrally and rotatably
as described hereinafter, rotatably retain the shanks of in bar 165. The
screw 166 is retained at its inner end
screws 123 and are maintained in a fixed longitudinal re
against axial movement in bar 165 by means of Snap rings
lationship thereto by retaining rings 125 seated in grooves
168, and is threadedly engaged in rod or beam 160. On its
formed in the screws on either side of each block.
outer
there is attached a screw rotating means in the
Threaded pivot blocks 127 are rotatably mounted in holes O form ofenda crank
170.
128 in each of swing arms 10, and are retained therein
Rotation
of
screw
1.66 by crank 170 causes beam 160
by means of snap rings 129 set in circumferential grooves
be moved forwardly and backwardly moving frame
in the shank portions of the blocks. In like manner, pivot to
structure 157 along with it, and as this frame is moved it
blocks 124 are rotatably mounted in holes 130 formed in
moves
lower ends of swing arms 150 to rotate these
the side plate portions of yoke 108, and retained therein arms onthe
shaft
105 and shift upper roll 100 backwardly and
by means of snap rings 131.
forwardly. The single manipulative control effected by
Extending downwardly from support yoke 108 is a the
rotation of crank 170 permits ready adjustment to con
sleeve or tubular member 132 which is bolted or otherwise
trol
the longitudinal configuration of the transversely
suitably attached to the yoke. Within this sleeve there is
formed
strip 36. This is in contrast to the dual adjust
disposed an adjusting screw 134 which is maintained in an
ment required for the apparatus of FIGS. 9 and 10 in
axially fixed but freely rotatable relationship to the bot 20 which
the two adjusting screws 123 must be manipulated
tom plate of yoke 108 by means of an enlarged flat round separately
but in substantial synchronism. Yoke 152 is
head on the screw within a collar 135 on the underside
mounted upon a tubular member 171 which fits and is
of the yoke. A support bracket 140 is attached to general movable
only vertically within tubular portion 141 of sup
base 20, and has a vertical tubular portion 141 centrally 25 port bracket
just as in the case of the apparatus of
disposed in it. The inner surface of this portion serves as a FIGS. 9 and 140
10. Similarly, likewise, yoke 152 and the
retaining and bearing surface for tubular member or sleeve
mechanism it carries may be raised and lowered by rota
132 of yoke 108 to be axially movable therein. The bot
tion
of adjusting screw 134 turning in a threaded hole in
tom of tubular portion 141 of support bracket 140 is
end
plate
142 of tubular portion 141.
closed by an end plate 142 having a centrally located
tapped hole through which adjusting screw 134 passes in 30
DRIVE OF THE APPARATUS
threadedly engaged relationship. Sleeve 132 is prevented
Referring again in particular to FIGS. 1, 2, and 3 it is to
from rotating within tubular portion 141, and hence ro
tation of support yoke 108 is prevented, by means of be noted that rotational drive from motor 22 is applied to
a threaded pin 143 which is retained in a tapped radial the lower rolls of the pairs of forming rolls carried in and
hole in tubular portion 141 and extends inwardly to 35 on side plates 60 and 61, and from these lower rolls only
enter and have a close sliding fit in a vertical slot 144
to upper rolls 71 and 72. The pairs of rolls being affected
in sleeve 132. As adjusting screw 134 is rotated, therefore, by the drive motor are identified as 62-68, 63-69, 64–70,
sleeve 132 and support yoke 108 may be moved up and 65-71, and 66-72. As seen in FIGS. 1 and 2, a portion of
down without any turning. Screw 134 may be rotated by 40 drive shaft 27 carrying lower roll 65 extends appreciably
any suitable means such as a ratchet-type socket wrench beyond side plate 60 and is rotated by means of motor 22
shown in phantom outline.
as the motor drives sprocket 23 on its own shaft, chain 24,
Referring finally to FIGS. 11, 12, and 13 there is shown
and sprocket 25 fixedly mounted on the shaft 27 as the
an alternate embodiment or assembly 149 of a means for outermost of three sprockets on this shaft. The outboard
final longitudinal shaping or deflection of the transversely end of shaft 27 beyond sprocket 25 is carried in pillow
formed strip 36. As in FIGS. 9 and 10, an upper roll 100 45 block bearing 172 mounted on and supported by the upper
is freely rotatable in swing arms 150 which are similar to frame 49. Rotational drive is transmitted from the ex
arms 110 described above except that each arm 150 has a tended portion of shaft 27 by means of roller chains and
portion extending below its pivot hole whereat it is
sprocket in a manner described hereinafter.
mounted on an end extension of the shaft of lower roll
On shaft 27 is mounted an intermediate or middle
104. Arms 150 have slots 151 in their upper portions 50 sprocket 174 around which a roller chain 175 passes and
which are identical in size and use to slots 114. Adjusting further passes around an outer sprocket 176 attached to
screws 111 are threadedly carried in the upper ends of
an extended portion of shaft 177 of lower roll 64. Also
arms 150 and move upper roll shaft 102 as previously de
mounted on the aforementioned extended portion of drive
scribed. Lower roll 104 is freely rotatably mounted on shaft 27 is an innermost drive sprocket 178 around which
shaft 105 whose ends extend through the sides of support a roller chain 179 passes. This chain, driven by sprocket
yoke 152 and are carried in holes 154 therein. Support 178, in turn drives a sprocket 180 mounted upon an ex
yoke 152 is similar to support yoke 108 with the exception tended portion of shaft 181 of lower roll 66. Adjacent
sprocket 176 and also carried on the extended portion of
that pivot holes 130 of yoke 108 are now holes 155 and
holes 109 of yoke 108 are holes 154 in yoke 152. The 60 shaft 77 of lower roll 64 is an inner drive sprocket 183
extended end portions of lower roll shaft 105, as afore around which a roller chain 184 passes. This chain, driven
said, pivotally carry swing arms 150 as they pass through by sprocket 183, in turn drives an inner sprocket 185
holes 156 in these arms.
mounted upon an extended portion of shaft 186 of lower
roll 63. Mounted farther out on this shaft portion is an
A rigid arm or frame member 157 in the form of a U
has side members 158 connected by a transverse bar 159 outer drive sprocket 188 around which a roller chain 189
as by welding. Above this bar a beam or rod 160 is rotat 65 passes. This chain, driven by sprocket 188, in turn drives
a sprocket 190 mounted upon an extended portion of
ably mounted between the outer ends of the side members
by pivot screws 16. The free or inwardly extending ends shaft 191 of lower roll 62.
Referring particularly to FIGS. 2 and 3 it is to be noted
of the sides 158 have aligned holes 62 in their ends.
Shouldered cap screws 163 pass through these holes in 70 that on the near side of the apparatus as seen in FIG. 3
there is provided on an extended portion of drive shaft
free, rotatable fashion, and the threaded inner ends of
27 a spur gear 193 which in turn is meshed with a like
screws 163 are in screwed engagement with tapped holes
spur gear 194 fixedly mounted upon an extended portion
in arms 150 close to the lower ends of these arms. The
shaft 195 of upper roll 71. In like manner a spur gear
body portions of the cap screws serve to retain the sides of
196 identical to spur gear 193 is mounted on the near
158 of frame member 157 in pivoted relationship to swing 75 extended
portion of shaft 181 of lower roll 66, and drives
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a like spur gear 197 fixedly mounted upon an extended
portion of shaft 198 of upper roll 72. Spur gears 193, 194,
196, and 197, as exemplified, all have the same pitch and
diameter. No power drive is applied to either of rolls 100
and 104 of strip coiling assembly 35 just as none is applied
to either of constant diameter rolls 42 and 43 nor to either
of the first pair of forming rolls 54 and 55.

5

USE AND OPERATION

In the use of the afore-described apparatus, the strip
of material 32 fed from coil 30 may, as aforesaid, be of
stainless steel approximately one-eighth of an inch thick
and five and one-eighth inches wide, and it is brought

10

initially from the coil through the pair of constant di

ameter rolls 42 and 43 which establish the plane of op

eration. These rolls perform no other function than in

12
ing of either edge portion of the strip between the rolls.
Additionally, undue pinching of one edge portion or the
other is prevented by the inventive feature of having
only a single adjustment, namely, the turning of a single,
directly acting screw 76, whereby the bearing blocks at
both ends of the shaft on which upper roll 69 is carried
may be either raised or lowered simultaneously.
Another feature contributing to the precise manage
ment the transverse forming and linear forwarding of
strip 32 are the pairs of lateral guide rolls such as 57,
58 and 82, 83. The rolls of successive pairs are set closer
and closer together, as may be seen generally in FIG. 2,
to maintain accurate side-to-side alignment of the strip
in its prescribed forming and forwarding pathway as the
plane width of the strip decreases with deeper and deeper
bending as the strip passes from one pair of forming
rolls to the next. Of course the shoulders on lower form

suring that the strip as it is fed from the coil is brought
into this plane in the elevation sense, and lateral guide

ing rolls 62, 63, 64, 65, and 66 also exert significant
lateral guidance and control on moving strip. 32. The
lateral guide roll pairs located between the pairs of form
ing rolls serve in their turn the additional purpose of
keeping the transversely bent strip leaving any pair of
forming rolls from spreading out or springing back
elastically, and thus make for a relatively easy entry
of the strip into the shaping or bending cavity defined
between the rolls of the next pair of forming rolls down
Stream.
After leaving the pair of lateral guide rolls next down
stream from forming rolls 63 and 69, the partly formed
strip 32 passes between rolls 64 and 70 of the next form
ing roll pair, and is further shaped in transverse bending

rolls 45 and 46 insure that the strip is brought into proper

side-to-side coincidence or alignment with its prescribed

path of travel through the apparatus. From the set of
constant diameter or flat rolls 42 and 43 the strip is
brought into the first pair of forming or bending rolls 54

and 55. These rolls are provided to start a transverse
bend in the strip or stock as shown in FIG. 7B, and in
sure that the bend is commenced in the correct direction

and that the strip is in the determined pathway plane.
At this point, that is, after leaving rolls 54 and 55,
the strip has been reduced in plane width by perhaps as
much as one-eighth of an inch, and is held in precise side
to-side alignment by lateral guide rolls 57 and 58 in prepa
ration for moving to enter between another pair or Set
of forming rolls. Upon entering the next pair of forming
rolls 62 and 68, strip 32 is urged forwardly by lower roll
62 which is power driven while upper roll 68 according to
the adjustment of screw 76 directly below it insures that
the central transverse portion of the strip is urged further
downwardly as shown in FIG. 7C, and at the same time
the sides or edge portions of the strip are maintained in
the predetermined plane. It is to be noted that rolls 62
and 68 are precisely shaped with the strip forming con
tour or cavity between these rolls sized so that as the
strip is subjected to its next operation in being formed into
its final flanged, trough-like shape in its passage between

35

40

rolls 62 and 68 it is not reduced in thickness but instead

is formed only in a transverse bending mode.
The emerging strip is guided in the side-to-side sense by
the pair of lateral guide rolls similar to rolls 57 and 58
next downstream which are precisely spaced to accommo
date the somewhat further reduced plane width of the
partly transversely formed strip. Continuing onward, the
strip enters between the next pair of forming rolls 63
and 69 wherein a further downward bending of its cen
tral transverse portion is effected as shown in FIG. 7D,
and an attendant slight but determinate drawing together
of its edge portions. Again, and indeed throughout the
whole forming or transverse bending operation, there is
no thinning of the strip 32; that is, there is no rolling
of it in the customary use of the expression. This is pre
vented, while all desired bending is achieved, by the
shouldered configuration of the lower, power driven form
ing rolls such as roll 63 taken together with the very rigid
and precisely adjustable means and method for ro
tatably supporting and vertically moving the upper form

ing rolls such as roll 69, as described particularly in con
nection with FIG. 8.
The high degree of accuracy of the dimensions of the
various components of the support means for upper form
ing roll 69 insures not only that precise adjustments may
be made to the vertical position of this roll taken as
a whole, but also that its axis of rotation may and
indeed will be held accurately parallel to that of lower
roll 63 so that the two rolls will exert essentially equal
pressures on strip 32 from one edge portion thereof to
the other; that is, so that there will be no undue pinch

55
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by these rolls. As with prior pairs of rolls the space or
cavity between rolls 64 and 70 is precisely sized so as
to cause the strip to bend without being stretched or
thinned. Upon leaving rolls 64 and 70 the partly formed
strip may have a plane width of about four and one
quarter inches, and after passing between a pair of lateral
guide rolls it enters the bending cavity defined between
forming rolls 65 and 71. At this stage, strip 32 is
approaching its final shape so far as transverse bending

is concerned, and it is desirable that no work hardening
be induced in it by the dragging of upper roll 71 as the
strip or stock runs over the lower roll. For this reason,
and for the reason of making sure that there is a fully
positive drive on the strip to draw or thrust it through
the whole, apparatus, both lower roll 65 and upper roll
71 are power driven. Upon leaving rolls 65 and 71 the
nearly completely transversely formed strip 32 may have
a plane width of about four inches.
The strip passes next between a pair of lateral guide
rolls mounted on the last of the transverse bracing blocks
74, and enters the shaping passage defined between form
ing rolls 66 and 72. Both of these rolls are power driven,
and strip 32 is bent to its final flanged, trough-like trans

verse configuration by this pair of rolls. In this configu
ration it may have a plane width of about three and
seven-eighths inches, and the exit point lateral guide rolls
199 and 200 insure that the strip is maintained in proper
side-to-side alignment and not allowed to spread open
from any residual elasticity as it enters between rolls
100 and 104 of strip deflecting assembly or longitudinal
curving or coiling assembly 35 which, as pointed out
hereinbefore, have contours and sizes identical to those
of forming rolls 72 and 66 respectively. The variable
nature of the material being fed from coil 30 and the
operations performed upon it in bending it transversely
usually result in a formed strip having a tendency to
assume some curved or coiled longitudinal configuration.
Therefore rolls 100 and 104 are adjusted to straighten
the strip longitudinally, if that be what is desired, or
else to impart a predetermined or controlled longitudinal
Curvature to it which may be significantly different from
the one which it would assume naturally.
Strip material formed to the transverse shape shown in
FIG. 7G, namely, a flanged, trough-like cross section, may
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the apparatus, this means acting to support the helix of
finished strip 36 as the same is generated, and allowing

find significant use as a wrapping or lining to be wound
around or fitted within and welded to either the exterior or

the interior surface of a generally cylindrical vessel, and
define thereon a conduit for carrying fluids for either
heating or cooling the contents of the vessel. When the
transversely formed strip material is to be coiled to be
come a wrapping to be fitted to the exterior surface of a
vessel or tank; that is, when the strip is to be coiled so
that its trough-like configuration is open or concave in

wardly, adjusting screw 134 is manipulated to cause the
support yoke 108 in strip deflecting assembly 35 or sup
port yoke 152 in strip deflecting assembly 149 to be moved
upwardly and bring the axis of lower deflecting roll 104
at least somewhat above the axis of the last lowerforming
roll 66. At the same time the upper deflecting roll 100
is swung to the right, as seen in FIGS. 10 and 13, toward
the last upper forming roll 72 through manipulation of ad

easy transfer of it into a tank or other vessel to which it is
to be finish fitted and welded after it has been cut off
to the desired length. The outside diameter of the helix may
be set with precision to give it any desired degree of tight
ness of fit within a given tank or vessel prior to being
welded or otherwise attached thereto.

0
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justing screws 123 or crank 170 whereby swing arms 110
or 150 are rotated clockwise. Adjusting screws 111 are set
to give the appropriate spacing between the parallel axes 20
of rolls 100 and 104, essentially the same as that between
the parallel axes of the rolls 72 and 66.
A little experimentation in any particular case will de
termine the proper vertical adjustment of the support yoke
and the proper angular orientation of the Swing arms to 25
impart the desired curvature to transversely and longi
tudinally contoured strip 36 shown leaving deflecting as
sembly 35 in FIG. 1 with its trough-like configuration con
cave inwardly. Continued operation of the apparatus of
FIG. 1 with the indicated settings of adjusting screws 123 30
and 134 thereof will cause the finished strip 36 to be coiled
into a helix. Desirably there will be a bar or rod or other
support means located above the apparatus at its dis
charge end and running transversely to the strip forming

Where the axis of lower deflecting roll 104 is just at
the same height as that of last lower forming roll 66 and
swing arms 110 or 150 are oriented truly vertically so
that upper deflecting roll 100 is directly above roll 104, it
may be expected that strip 36 leaving rolls 100 and 104
will tend to assume some natural longitudinal curvature,
one way or the other, because of the previous work his
tory of the strip material. The support yoke may be raised
or lowered and the swing arms rotated clockwise or coun
terclockwise as necessary to remove the natural curvature
of the strip. Thus, deflecting or coiling assemblies 35 and
149 may be used as straightening mechanisms when it is
desired to produce straight runs of finished strip material
36 for attachment to a flat sheet or panel such as the side

of a rectangular heating or cooling tank, for example.
CONCLUSION

As the present invention may be embodied in several
forms without departing from the spirit or essential charac
teristics thereof, the embodiment herein pictured and de
scribed in detail is therefore illustrative and not restrictive,
and since the scope of the invention is defined by the claims

hereinafter set forth, all variations, modifications, and

changes that fall within the metes and bounds of the
claims or that form their functional as well as conjointly
cooperative equivalents are therefore intended to be em
braced by these claims.

pathway through the apparatus, this means acting to sup
port the helix of finished strip 36 as the same is generated,
and allowing easy transfer of it onto a tank or other ves
Thus, protection by Letters Patent of this invention in
sel to which it is to be finish fitted and welded after it has
all its aspects as the same are set forth in the appended
been cut off to the desired length. Great flexibility together claims
with precision of adjustment is possible in setting the in 40 allows. is sough to the broadest extent that the prior art
side diameter of the helix of strip 36 to give it any desired
I claim as my invention:
degree of tightness of fit upon a given tank or vessel prior
1.
In an apparatus for continuous forming of strip
to being welded or otherwise attached thereto.
material
having a base and at least one pair of mating,
When the transversely formed strip material is to be
axially parallel transverse forming rolls rotatably mounted
45
coiled to become a lining to be fitted to the interior sur
in and on said base with one roll of said pair of rolls being
face of a vessel or tank; that is, when the strip is to be
further movably mounted in a manner allowing ad
coiled so that its trough-like configuration is open or justment of the spacing between the axes of these rolls,
concave outwardly, adjusting screw 134 is manipulated to the
which comprises a yoke-like support
cause the support yoke 108 in strip deflecting assembly 35 and improvement
adjusting
system
said one roll including (1) a
or support yoke 152 in strip deflecting assembly 149 to be 50 bearing at either end for
of
said
one roll wherein this roll
moved downwardly and bring the axis of lower deflecting
is
rotatably
carried,
(2)
blocks
movable with respect
roll 104 at least somewhat below the axis of the last lower
to
said
base
wherein
said
bearings
are set, (3) at least
forming roll 66. At the same time the upper deflecting one guide post extending from each
of said bearing
roll 100 is swung to the left, as seen in FIGS. 10 and 13,
blocks
past
the
other
roll
of
said
pair
of
rolls and slid
55
away from the last upper forming roll 72 through manipu
ably guided in said base and extending beyond said
lation of adjusting screws 123 or crank 170 whereby swing base, (4) an adjusting plate joining said guide posts
arms 110 or 150 are rotated counterclockwise. Adjusting in their extensions beyond said base, and (5) means op
screws 111 are set to give the appropriate spacing between erative between said adjusting plate and said base
the axes of rolls 100 and 104, essentially the same as that whereby said plate, said guide posts, said bearing blocks,
60
between the parallel axes of rolls 72 and 66.
said bearings, and said one roll all may be moved with
A little experimentation in any particular case will de respect to said base and said other roll to controllably
termine the proper vertical adjustment of the Suppork yoke
change the axial spacing between said one roll and said
and the proper angular orientation of the Swing arms to
other roll.
impart the desired curvature to transversely and longitudi 65 2. The improvement according to claim 1, there being
nally contoured strip 36, a curvature opposite to that of a plurality of guide posts extending from each of said
strip 36 leaving deflecting assembly 35 in FIG. 1 in that
bearing blocks.
the open or concave side of the strip is now directed out
3. The improvement according to claim 1, said base
wardly rather than inwardly. Continued operation of the
being of a channel-like configuration having side plates
apparatus of FIG. 1 with the settings of adjusting screws 70 and a base plate; said other roll being mounted in bear
123 and 134 as described will cause the finished strip 36 to ings set in said side plates, and said bearing blocks for
be coiled into a helix. Desirably there will be a bar or rod
the bearings of said one roll being disposed beyond said
or other support means located beyond the apparatus at side plates with said guide posts extending through and
its discharge end at about the level of that end and run being slidably guided in said side plates and said base
ning transversely to the strip forming pathway through plate.
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4. The improvement according to claim 1 in which
said means operative between said adjusting plate and
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7. The improvement according to claim 6 in which
Said one an danother longitudinal forming rolls have
mating contours essentially identical from roll to roll
said base is a single screw means.
corresponding upper and lower rolls with those of
5. The improvement according to claim 1 in which at of
rolls of said pair of rolls between which the strip
least one of the rolls of said pair of rolls is provided the
is finally transversely formed.
with step-like shoulder portions at its ends to bear upon material
8.
The
according to claim 6 in which
the other roll of said pair and limit the axial approach said other improvement
longitudinal
forming
is movably mounted
of the two rolls one to another and thus always maintain on said arm member so that itsroll
axial spacing from said
at least some opening between them.
one longitudinal forming roll may be controllably
6. In an apparatus for continuous forming of strip 10 changed.
material wherein such material is initially formed trans
9. The improvement according to claim 6 in which
versely by being passed between the rolls of at least one there
two spaced arm members pivotably mounted
pair of mating, axially parallel rolls and which apparatus on thearesame
axis on said support member with said
has an assembly for forming the strip material longi
other longitudinal forming roll being rotatably mounted
tudinally after it has been fully formed transversely, the 5 on
and between these arm members, and in which the
improvement which comprises a longitudinal forming means
for adjusting the angular orientation of said arm
assembly adjustable to generate a helix of the trans
members with respect to said support member comprises
versely formed strip material in which a given original separate,
individually manipulatable screw means opera
surface of the strip material may be wound either to the tive between
each of said arm members and said sup
20
inside or to the outside of the helix according to the ad
member.
justment of the assembly and including (1) a support port
10. The improvement according to claim 6 in which
member vertically adjustably mounted with respect to there
two spaced arm members pivotably mounted
the pair of rolls between which the strip material is on theare
same axis on said support member with said other
finally transversely formed and in spaced relation to longitudinal
roll being rotatably mounted on
these rolls in the general direction of travel of strip ma 25 and betweenforming
these arm members, and in which the
terial being formed, (2) at least one arm member pivot means for adjusting
the angular orientation said arm
ably mounted on said support member, (3) means for
members with respect to said support member com
adjusting the angular orientation of said arm with re prises
(1) a U-frame member the free ends of the side
spect to said support member whereby at least one end
of which are pivotably connected to said arm.
of said arm may be swung either relatively close to or 30 pieces
members in yoked relation therto at points having turn
relatively far away from said pair of rolls between
which the strip material is finally transversely formed ing radii around the pivot axis of the arm members, and
(2) a single adjusting screw means operative between
as compared to the spacing from these rolls of the pivot
said U-frame member and said support member.
axis of said arm member on said support member, (4)
one longitudinal forming roll rotatably mounted on said 35
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